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Washington, D.C. 20036
In Re: Consolidated Edison Company of New
York (Indian Point Unit No. 2)
Docket No. 50-247
Dear Mr. Trosten:
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I am writing in reference to my letter to you
of October 26, 1971, in which I requested from Con
Edison various calculations on the probable movement
of pelagic and planktonic organisms through Indian
Point Unit No. 2 and other electric power generating
plants on the Hudson River.
As I said in that letter, I was attempting to
cut through what could well have been an interminable
process of question and answer in order to present to
you one of the major problems at Indian Point as the
Intervenors saw it. I made this request in the spirit
of our agreement to a full exchange of information
before the hearing. In a conversation on November 5,
1971, you info.lried me that Con Edison would not comply
with my request because.-of various legal objections,
among them the contention that the information asked
for was not within the control of Con Edison and was
thus beyond the bounds of discovery.
Since that time I have had conversations with
Edward J. Sack and Harry G. Woodbury of Con Edison.
\Both conversations were initiated by the Con Edison
,employers and in both the information was volunteered
to me that Con Edison through its employees or consul
j nts, is undertaking at least some and perhaps all of
the calculations and estimates I requested in my letter
October 26th.
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I hereby request to be informed of the scope and
expected date of completion of all studies presently
in progress or firmly planned by Con Edison which
touch on or involve calculations or estimates of the
number of Hudson River pelagic and planktonic organisms
which will pass through the cooling system of Indian
Point Unit No. 2 or any other plant on the Hudson in
which Con Edison has an interest in ownership or con
struction or has the right or option to buy or sell
the
electricity generated. I request to be informed not
only of studies or caldulations involving striped bass,
but also any other spedies of fish or aquatic life.
If any of the studies or calculations referred
in the above paragraph are completed while the evidento
tiary record in this proceeding is open, I request
that they be forwarded to me imm.ediately upon completion.
If any interim or progress reports are received by Con
Edison on any of the studies or calculations referred
to in the above paragraph while the evidentiary record
in this proceeding is open, I request that they be
forwarded to me immediately upon receipt.
I frankly feel that a great deal of misunderstanding
and confusion would have been avoided if, in our first
conversation about the letter of October 26th, you had
told me that studies and calculations of this sort were
in fact in progress at the request of Con Edison. Only
through a full exchange of information of that kind
can
these hearings be expedited with a full and fair consid
eration of the issues,
I am enclosing copies of my letter of October
for the members of the Board and those parties who 26th
did
not receive one at that time.
Anthony Z. Roisman on behalf of EDF Joins me in
these requests.
Yours sincerely,

Angus Macbeth
AM/J s
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Mr. Stanley T. Robinson, Jr. 1
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1,yron Karman, Esq.
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Dr. John C. Geyer
Honorable William j. Burke
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reaching the conservative assumptions. These assurmptions
should be used as the basis of the calculations requested.
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Calculations:
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It is crucithl that the di.cus-,on of the conserva
tive aiuttc.s and t1-- calculations based on those

as slmpt crs, be providcd rapidly, within the next t;o
Anthony Z. Roisman, on behalf of rDF,
in this rc[:us.t.
Yours sincerely,

Angus Macbeth
A I/ ,s
cc:
Anthony Z.

Eoisman, Esq.

joins m e

